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ABSTRACT

sively implementable at extremely high speeds; thus, ﬁnding
more easily implementable variants of such algorithms may
be of signiﬁcant practical value and several such algorithms
have been proposed (e.g., [13, 24]).

Many researchers have argued that the Internet architecture would be more robust and more accommodating of
heterogeneity if routers allocated bandwidth fairly. However, most of the mechanisms proposed to accomplish this,
such as Fair Queueing [16, 6] and its many variants [2,
23, 15], involve complicated packet scheduling algorithms.
These algorithms, while increasingly common in router designs, may not be inexpensively implementable at extremely
high speeds; thus, ﬁnding more easily implementable variants of such algorithms may be of signiﬁcant practical value.
This paper proposes an algorithm called Approximate Fair
Dropping (AFD), which bases its dropping decisions on the
recent history of packet arrivals. AFD retains a simple forwarding path and requires an amount of additional state
that is small compared to current packet buﬀers. Simulation results, which we describe here, suggest that the design
provides a reasonable degree of fairness in a wide variety of
operating conditions. The performance of our approach is
aided by the fact that the vast majority of Internet ﬂows
are slow but the fast ﬂows send the bulk of the bits. This
allows a small sample of recent history to provide accurate
rate estimates of the fast ﬂows.

1.

This paper focuses on the design of a router mechanism
that combines approximately fair bandwidth allocations to
all users with relatively low implementation complexity. We
have three basic requirements of our design. First, it should
achieve reasonably fair bandwidth allocations, and by “fair”
we mean the max-min deﬁnition of fairness [6]. We make
no pretense at being able to match the packet-by-packet
fairness of Fair Queueing or other schemes that use intricate
packet scheduling algorithms to ensure that perfect fairness
is achieved on very short time scales. Instead, we aim for
approximate fairness over longer time scales, on the order of
several roundtrip times.
Second, we require that the design be easily amenable to
high speed implementations. To this end we limit ourselves to FIFO packet scheduling algorithms with probabilistic drop-on-arrival; as in RED [8] and FRED [13], when
a packet arrives either the packet is dropped or placed on a
FIFO queue. The dropping decisions must be simple with
O(1) complexity (that is, the complexity must not increase
with the number of ﬂows or packets). The amount of state
required to make these dropping decisions must be small;
the point of reference we choose to deﬁne “small” is the
amount of memory which is already devoted to the packet
buﬀers.

INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering observations of Nagle [16], many researchers have argued that the Internet architecture would
be more robust (in the face of ill-behaved ﬂows) and more
accommodating of heterogeneity (by no longer requiring adherence to a single congestion control algorithm) if routers
allocated bandwidth fairly. This viewpoint is not universally shared,1 but even among adherents of this approach the
question of feasibility has been a major concern. This is because most of the proposed mechanisms, such as Fair Queueing [16, 6] and its many variants [2, 23, 15], involve complicated packet scheduling algorithms. These algorithms, while
increasingly common in router designs, may not be inexpen1

Third, the algorithm must employ some form of active queue
management (AQM). It need not mimic RED or any other
form of AQM precisely, but it should embody AQM’s fundamental principles of responding early (and gently) to congestion while absorbing small bursts of traﬃc.2

2
There is a fourth requirement that, for lack of space, we
do not discuss in this paper; this is the requirement that
the scheme be able to punish unresponsive ﬂows. That is,
the scheme should not just allocate bandwidth fairly, but
should be able to shut down (by dropping all their packets)
ﬂows that incur high drop rates for long periods of time.
The rationale for this is persuasively described in [10]; [24]
discusses the role of fair bandwidth allocation in implementing this. We are easily able to augment our design to meet
this goal and, as we see in Section 5, one of the designs
we present here already (but unintentionally!) achieves this
goal.

We discuss other viewpoints in Section 7.
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stacles of CSFQ (and its variants) while providing similar
performance in the fairness domain. We are not aware of
any other algorithm that is both as deployable and as fair
as AFD.

To achieve these goals, we propose an algorithm called Approximate Fair Dropping (AFD). AFD uses a FIFO queue
with probabilistic drop-on-arrival. These probabilistic dropping decisions are based not only on the past measurements
of the queue size but also on the recent history of a ﬂow.3
AFD uses the history to estimate the ﬂow’s current sending
rate, and then drops with a probability designed to limit
that ﬂow’s throughput to the fair share. Thus, dropping
is not applied uniformly across ﬂows (as in RED) but is
applied diﬀerentially based on an estimate of the ﬂow’s current sending rate. The exact form of diﬀerential dropping is
chosen to approximate fair bandwidth allocations.

The second contribution of AFD lies in its technical novelty.
While several components of its design are present in existing algorithms, it is the ﬁrst algorithm to leverage the distribution of ﬂow rates in conjunction with per-packet sampling
in order to address the scalability requirements of per-ﬂow
state. By basing the design of AFD on this characteristic
of network traﬃc, we have achieved an important advance
in this class of algorithms. Furthermore, we demonstrate
techniques that reduce AFD’s complexity relative to other
algorithms while not sacriﬁcing performance.

Our design might initially appear to be seriously misguided.
The state required to keep enough history to accurately estimate each ﬂow’s rate is quite large, and grows linearly with
the number of ﬂows. This is clearly not a feasible approach.
However, note that our design only needs to estimate the
rates of ﬂows whose packets are likely to be dropped. Thus,
we need only keep enough state to estimate rates when those
rates are comparable to (or larger than) the fair share rate.
This is a crucial diﬀerence.

This paper has 7 sections. We describe a conceptual version
of our design in Section 2, and then use analysis to develop
guidelines for the various parameters in Section 3. We then
present the practical design in Section 4. We evaluate this
design using simulation in Section 5, and use trace data and
other measurements to estimate the state requirements for
the design in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7 with a
discussion of related work.

It is well known that the distribution of the sizes of ﬂows (the
total number of bytes transferred) has a long tail, and that
most ﬂows are small – the mice – but a large fraction of the
bytes are sent by large ﬂows – the elephants.4 As we show
using trace data in Section 6, and has been observed in [14],
the distribution of ﬂow rates has a similar property. While
perhaps not as long-tailed as the size distribution, initial
evidence suggests that the ﬂow rate distribution (measured
on the time scale of a second) is long-tailed. Most ﬂows are
slow (in bits/sec) – we will call them turtles – but most of
the bytes are sent by fast ﬂows – we will call them cheetahs.

2. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
We ﬁrst present a high level conceptual design of AFD. Consider a link of speed C shared by n ﬂows, each sending at rate
ri . Assume, for convenience, that all packets are the same
size P . The total load on the link is R = i ri . The fair
share rf air is given by the solution to C = i min(ri , rf air ).
We can use diﬀerential dropping to accomplish our goal of
fair bandwidth allocations if we use dropping probabilities
r
)+ .5
for each ﬂow, di , given by the relation di = (1 − frair
i
The resulting throughput of each ﬂow is bounded by the fair
share: ri (1 − di ) = max(ri , rf air ).

In AFD, we only need state for the fast ﬂows and can ignore
the slow ﬂows because they won’t be dropped; the amount
of state required is roughly proportional to the number of
fast ﬂows, which is manageable. However, the challenge is
how to keep state only on the fast ﬂows when one doesn’t
know, in advance, which ﬂows are fast. A record of the very
recent packet arrivals contains mostly packets from the fast
ﬂows (because they send most of the bytes), while most of
the slow ﬂows won’t show up in the recent history. This is
the approach we take.

The key design question is: how can we estimate ri and
rf air . To estimate ri we keep a shadow buﬀer of b recent
packet headers. When a packet arrives, with probability 1s ,
where s is the sampling interval, we copy its header and
insert it into the shadow buﬀer; thus, we sample roughly
1 in s packets. When a packet is inserted into the shadow
buﬀer, we remove another packet at random to keep the total number of packets at b.6 Thus, at all times the shadow
buﬀer has a record of b recent packet arrivals. Note that the
shadow buﬀer contains copies of the packet headers, and
the insertion and deletion of packets from the shadow buﬀer
is parallel to the main forwarding of packets. The shadow
buﬀer is used to guide the dropping decisions in the following manner. When a packet (from, say, ﬂow i) arrives
(regardless of whether its header is copied into the packet
buﬀer) we compute the number of packets from that ﬂow in
the shadow buﬀer; we call this the number of matches, mi .
We then estimate the rate of that ﬂow to be riest = R mbi
(recall that R is the aggregate arrival rate).

While other algorithms with similar goals and building blocks
have been proposed, our work is unique in two important
ways. First, AFD ﬁlls a void in the space of performance and
deployability. In particular, simulation results show that it
has better fairness properties than other algorithms, such
as FRED, that have similar complexity and deployability.
At the same time, AFD does not have the deployment ob3
In this paper, we deﬁne a ﬂow as a stream of packets with
the same source and destination addresses. However, one
could use any deﬁnition of ﬂow discernible from an IP packet
header. The particular choice is orthogonal to our work.
Further, we do not address the impact of NAT boxes or
hosts with multiple IP addresses on ﬂow identiﬁcation; these
issues will aﬀect any algorithm that attempts to allocate
bandwidth on a per-ﬂow basis.
4
As we discuss later in Section 6, we use the term “longtail” to describe distributions that decay slower than exponentially.
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To avoid having to scan the shadow buﬀer each time a packet
5

We use the notation that z+ = max(0, z).
Random removal avoids synchronization problems. We
could also remove packets in a FIFO manner; it turns out
that this does not aﬀect performance greatly.
6
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arrives, we keep a table of the ﬂows and their current packet
counts; we call this the ﬂow table. A hash table is one natural data structure for the ﬂow table that has O(1) lookup
time. Each time a packet is inserted into the shadow buﬀer,
the appropriate counter in the ﬂow table is incremented,
each time a packet is removed the appropriate count is decremented, and every time a packet arrives the match count is
looked up in the ﬂow table. Insertions and deletions can
be somewhat slow (because we need only insert and delete
every s packets) but the lookup has to done at linespeed
(because it is done on every packet arrival).
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Estimating the rate of a single ﬂow requires only the recent
activity of that ﬂow and so is fairly straightforward. Estimating rf air is more complicated because the deﬁnition of
rf air depends on all the ri . We use an approach borrowed
from [24]. Upon each packet arrival we apply the dropping
r air
)+ , which can be rewritten as
probability di = (1 − rfest

Figure 1: Oﬀered Load and Throughput for 50 CBR
Flows under AFD

r

f air
)+ with mf air = b fRair . Note that if we
di = (1 − m
i
vary mf air the total throughput, i ri (1 − di ), varies from
r
R when mf air = ∞, to C when mf air = b fRair , to 0 when
mf air = 0. Thus, we can approximate rf air by varying
mf air so that the link is fully utilized but not overloaded.

sending below the fair share incur no drops, and ﬂows sending above the fair share have their excess packets dropped.
Fairness depends on the accuracy of the rate estimations,
and the rate estimations depend on the size of the shadow
buﬀer. Without suﬃcient history the rate estimations will
ﬂuctuate wildly and lead to quite unpredictable (and unfair) results. Rate estimation improves with larger b (the
size of the shadow buﬀer) and, to some extent, with larger
s (because s increases the time interval represented by the
contents of the shadow buﬀer). The question is how large
do b and s have to be in order to achieve reasonable fairness. This is crucial because we want the state required for
this algorithm to be small (at least compared to the packet
buﬀers). The viability of our scheme comes down to whether
fairness can be achieved without too much state, and we explore that issue in the next few sections.

In our approach, we vary mf air to ensure that the average
queue length stabilizes around the target value of qtarget . We
set qtarget to be 0.5(minth +maxth ), where minth and maxth
are the threshold values deﬁned in RED, to provide suﬃcient
packet buﬀering while retaining low queueing delays. We
borrow the AQM approach described in [12], which employs
a proportional-integral controller. Since this form of AQM is
very eﬀective at keeping the links fully utilized, the resulting
values of mf air Rb will be a good approximation to rf air .
We will defer a more complete comparison with other algorithms until Section 7, but we note that AFD builds upon
features present in earlier algorithms, such as CSFQ [24],
CHOKe [18] and FRED [13]. In addition, it is similar to
the concurrently-developed RED-PD [14].7 The result is an
overall design that attempts to approximate fairness with
reasonable overhead. FRED uses the number of packets
from each ﬂow in the packet buﬀer to guide its dropping
decisions; thus, our design can be seen as an extension of
FRED to use more history and a diﬀerent dropping function (which is the same as used in CSFQ).

In Section 3 we develop three guidelines for how to set b and
s. After describing a more practical (as opposed to the conceptual version just presented) version of AFD in Section
4, we evaluate the fairness that results from such parameter settings in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we estimate
the state requirements of AFD when using the parametersetting guidelines.

3. SETTING THE BASIC PARAMETERS
In this conceptual model, there are two basic parameters
that we need to set: the shadow buﬀer size b and sampling
interval s. Our goal is to achieve a reasonable degree of
fairness, and in this section we develop three guidelines on
what values of b and s achieve that goal. To do so, we
consider three scenarios and analyze them using very simple
models. These models are unrealistic but our hope is that
the resulting guidelines provide useful order-of-magnitude
estimates for the parameters of interest.

Does AFD achieve the goals we laid out in the Introduction? AFD’s probabilistic drop-on-arrival can be implemented with a very simple forwarding path. The dropping
decision has complexity O(1) and involves few computations. In addition, AFD incorporates active queue management. Fairness and feasibility (in terms of the state required) are the two remaining questions. If the rate estimates are accurate, we expect AFD to allocate bandwidth
fairly. While we delay the bulk of our simulation results, and
all of the simulation details, until Section 5, we now show initial evidence that this expected fairness is actually achieved.
Figure 1 shows the result of 50 CBR sources sending at ﬁve
diﬀerent rates (some above the fair share, some below) over
a single link. The bandwidth allocations are quite fair; ﬂows

3.1 Static Scenario
We ﬁrst consider the static case of n sources sharing a single
link of bandwidth C. All ﬂows are Poisson sources sending
at a constant rate ri and all packets are the same size. The
(R−C)+
overall drop rate D is given by D =
where, as above,
R
R = i ri . Let Pi (m) be the probability that when a packet
from ﬂow i arrives, there are m packets from ﬂow i in the

7
While the two schemes have some similarities, they are
targeted at somewhat diﬀerent goals. See Section 7.
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b

shadow buﬀer. In our simple model,
Pi (m) =

ri b−m ri m
( )
)
R
R

(1 −

m

A choice of b that will always meet the error tolerance of E
(in this asymptotic limit) is:
b

For the purposes of this model, we assume that mf air is ﬁxed
r
to be the appropriate value: mf air = b fRair . We denote the
r
)+ . di (b) is the
ideal dropping rate by d˜i : d˜i = (1 − frair
i
average dropping rate of the i’th ﬂow for a given size of
shadow buﬀer:

 P (m)(1 − m
b

di (b) =

i

f air

m

m=0

r

Note that b fRair = mf air where, as deﬁned above, mf air
is the expected number of shadow buﬀer matches for a ﬂow
with ri = rf air . One can meet the error tolerance merely
by making the shadow buﬀer big enough to make sure that
E −2
) . For our purposes, we choose E ≈ .15.
mf air > ( 0.40
This might seem quite unambitious, but recall that we are
calculating an upper bound on the worst-case error (that is,
of ﬂows sending at a constant rate right at the fair share); the
errors for rates well above and well below the fair share are
signiﬁcantly smaller. Setting E = 0.15 results in mf air ≈
10. This is our ﬁrst guideline.

)+

The relative error in the throughput of the i’th ﬂow is
∆i (b) = |

d˜i − di (b)
ri (1 − di (b)) − ri (1 − d˜i )
|=|
|
˜
ri (1 − di )
1 − d˜i

Note that the sampling interval s drops out of all of these
quantities. This is not surprising given that a random sampling of a Poisson process remains a Poisson process.

Guideline 1: b

  b (1 − α)
b

m=0

  b (1 − α)

αm (1 −

bα
)+
m

αm (1 −

bα
)
m

b−m

m

b

=

m=bα

b−m

m

1
2πbα(1
− α)

πbα

0

∞

bα

1
< 
2πbα(1 − α)
 2(1 − α) 
∞

=




0

(x−bα)2

dx e

− 2bα(1−α)

∞

2

dy e

(1 −

y
− 2bα(1−α)

2

bα
)+
x

y
bα

 10

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + 1 (mi ≤ mf air )
wi (t + 1) =

wi (t)
(mi > mf air )
2

bα
mi (t) =

Thus, we can bound the asymptotic expression for the relative error from above by the formula

1
s

 w (t − j)

ki −1

i

j=0

8

The error occurs because the time scale T has R in the
denominator; if we replace that by C then the dynamics are
completely independent in this simple model.

∆(b) ≤ .40(bα)−0.5
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or, equivalently, mf air

Consider ﬂows competing for bandwidth with diﬀering roundtrip
times τi . All packets are the same size P . Each ﬂow adjusts
its window size wi in a TCP-like fashion (with all the details of TCP omitted); the window (measured in terms of
packets) increases by one in time τi when there is no packet
loss during that RTT, and the window is halved if there is
a packet loss (and we neglect the case of multiple packet
losses, or of timeouts, in an RTT). The rates ri of the ﬂows
are roughly ri = wτiiP . The router has a shadow buﬀer of
size b and a sampling interval of s; the time interval T over
. We
which the shadow buﬀer measures usage is T = bsP
R
assume that the fair share rate rf air is constant and that
r
the fair share expected number of matches mf air = b fRair
is roughly 10 (as suggested by guideline 1). Consider a ﬂow
i and let mi denote the average number of its matches in
the shadow buﬀer. Because the fair share is ﬁxed, we can
approximate the dynamics of each ﬂow as independent.8 We
consider a series of time slots t = 1, 2, . . ., each of length τi .
For convenience, we assume that T = ki τi for some integer
ki . The average number of matches mi in the shadow buﬀer
ki −1
at some time t is roughly mi (t) = 1s j=0
wi (t − j). Thus,
the window dynamics can be written as:

 (1 − α)

dz ze−z ≈ .40

f air

Even if routers allocate bandwidth fairly on the time scale
over which they measure usage, ﬂows that respond slowly
when excess bandwidth is available are at a disadvantage
when competing with ﬂows that respond more rapidly. We
can illustrate this with a simple model involving ﬂows with
diﬀerent roundtrip times (RTTs).

For suﬃciently large b, we can approximate the binomial
form as a normal distribution with average αb and variance
bα(1 − α). Using an integral formulation, we ﬁnd:

∆(b) ≈

 10 r R

3.2 Dynamic Scenario

Our goal is to choose the size of the shadow buﬀer so that
we achieve some reasonable degree of fairness. We seek to
determine how large the shadow buﬀer must be so that the
maximal error, maxi ∆i (b), is below some target error tolerance E. Analysis and numerical calculations (which we do
not have space for here) indicate the maximal error occurs
when ri ≈ rf air . Consider a ﬂow with ri = rf air ; we can
approximate the relative error, call it ∆, in the limit of large
b for this ﬂow as follows (noting that the ideal dropping rate
for this ﬂow is zero, d˜i = 0, and so ∆(b) = di (b)). Letting
r
α = fRair , we have:

∆(b) =

rf air
E −2
>(
)
R
0.40
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We must also ensure that mf air sP is not so large that bursts
of that size dominate the packet buﬀer. If the packet buﬀers
are sized to be Cτ where C is the link speed and τ is some
nominal delay (on the order of 250msec) used to size the
packet buﬀers, and as above we assume the dropping rate
is low (so R ≈ C), then we require that mf air sP  Cτ or,
2
τ
.
equivalently, bs  PC
r

If we start oﬀ with wi (t = 0) = 1, the ﬁrst drop for ﬂow i
occurs when ﬂow i sends, in a TCP saw-tooth, mf air + 1
packets, at which point, the TCP window size wi (t) equals
smf air
+ k2i (we assume wi (t) is an integer). Then, the
ki
sm

f air
window is halved to wi (t) = 2k
+ k4i . If this halving
i
of the window brings the number of matches down below
mf air in the next time period then the increasing process
starts again. If not, the window is halved again (and again)
until mi (t) is below mf air . Let’s assume that the window
is halved only once; in this case wi (t) becomes a repeating
smf air
series of values starting at wi (t) = 2k
+ k4i and increasing
i

f air

The previous two guidelines presented lower bounds for b
and s. Our third guideline yields both upper and lower
bounds on the product bs.

sm

f air
by 1 until the value wi (t) =
+ k2i is reached. The
ki
average window over this periodic cycle of ﬂow i, w̄i , is:

w̄i =

Guideline 3:

sm

The average window size that yields the fair share is kfiair .
w̄i reaches that level when smf air = 32 ki2 . Thus, if we set
mf air = 10 we have, approximately,

 20s
3

For s = 1, ki ≈ 2.6, and for s = 10, ki ≈ 8.
This model suggests that the size of the shadow buﬀer should
be large enough so that it can average the rate of the longest
RTT ﬂow over a TCP saw-tooth. A time scale smaller than
that would forget periods during which larger RTTs send
less than the fair share; otherwise, it would overact during
periods when larger RTTs send more than the fair share.

Guideline 2: b s P
R

=

b
Cτ
P mf air

4. PRACTICAL DESIGNS
Our description of the conceptual design glossed over several
aspects of the algorithm. First, the algorithm for adjusting
mf air is borrowed from [12]. We sample the queue length
at a rate fs ; upon each sample we adjust the value of mf air
according to the following equation:
mf air (t) = mf air (t − 1) + α(q(t − 1) − qtarget )
−β(q(t) − qtarget )
where q(t) is the queue length at the t’th sample, q(t − 1)
is the queue length at the previous sample, and qtarget is
the target queue size. This procedure not only stabilizes the
average queue length around the target value and provides
active queue management, but also estimates mf air implicitly. We choose fs = 160Hz, which is the same as in [12],
and α , β are 1.7 and 1.8, respectively. Our algorithm does
not seem terribly sensitive to small changes in the parameter values, but we have not done a systematic study of these
parameters.9

 750msec

3.3 Burst Scenario
Consider a ﬂow that, after being quiescent, sends h packets
(of size P ) back to back. If h is smaller than mf air s then it
is likely that none of the incoming packets will be dropped,
and if h is signiﬁcantly larger than this amount then the
latter packets will probably be dropped. We want the quantity mf air s to be large enough to absorb the packet bursts
typical of TCP and other window-based congestion control
algorithms. If we take τ to be a typical RTT, and assume
that a ﬂow might send an entire window’s worth of packets
back-to-back (where the window size corresponds to the fair
share), then we would want mf air sP > rf air τ . For a link of
capacity C with R ≈ C, this becomes bs > Cτ
.
P
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C2 τ
P rf air

With these guidelines, we now see how the algorithm works
in practice. In the next section we describe two practical
versions of the algorithm, one that follows directly from our
conceptual model and one that requires less state.

Note that this model is vastly oversimpliﬁed – in particular,
the impact of multiple drops per round-trip times and possible time-outs are not modeled and it is assumed that dropping starts as soon as the number of matches is over mf air
– and it probably signiﬁcantly underestimates the hardship
imposed on ﬂows with long RTTs. We therefore choose to
be conservative and
√ increase (almost double) the ratio to be
closer to ki ≈ 5 s. Moreover, we choose to accommodate
roundtrips on the order of 150msec. Recalling that T = ki τ
and T = bsP
, we adopt as our guideline 2 the following
R
inequality:
√

< bs 

We treat these three guidelines not as hard-and-fast rules
but rather as general rules-of-thumb to guide how the parameters are set. There is no need for getting the parameters
b and s exactly right. If they are too small, the fairness will
be less than ideal; if they are too big, the network may be
more vulnerable to bursts. But in both cases, as we see in
Section 5, the degradation is gradual. We also note that
compliance with these guidelines can be easily checked by
operators. For the ﬁrst guideline, one need only record the
historical values of mf air (which, as we describe in Section
4, the algorithm sets automatically) to ensure that it is well
above 10. The second guideline is computable from the link
capacity. The third can be checked by using the values of
mf air .

3 smf air
ki
(
+ )
4
k
2

ki ≈

Cτ
P

Second, we will use a hash table for the ﬂow table. In so
doing, we need not store entire packet headers in the shadow
9
Our particular AQM design choice, borrowed from [12],
seemed particularly easy to adapt to the AFD algorithm.
However, we assume that there are countless ways to incorporate AQM in our diﬀerential dropping design.
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We now proceed to explore the performance of our two designs – AFD-SB and AFD-FT – through simulation.

buﬀer but merely enough bits to accurately identify the ﬂow
in the hash table. In practice we will store a k-bit hash of
the source-destination addresses (or whatever ﬂow signature
is chosen). Third, the design must be modiﬁed to accommodate variable size packets. This entails keeping byte counts
in the shadow buﬀer, and measuring matches in bytes rather
than packets in the hash table. When removing packets from
the shadow buﬀer (which are picked randomly), we seek to
keep the total number of bytes in the shadow buﬀer constant
(but tolerate some jitter). We call this design AFD-SB, with
the SB standing for shadow buﬀer.

5. SIMULATION
5.1 Simulation Preliminaries
We used the ns [28] simulator to evaluate our two designs
in a variety of scenarios. We compare our designs to two
other schemes: RED [8] and FRED [13].11 RED provides
a baseline comparison with an algorithm that makes no attempt to allocate bandwidth fairly.12 FRED provides a useful guidepost of how much fairer the allocations are when
the dropping decisions are informed by the current packet
buﬀer occupancy.13 AFD keeps a longer history than FRED,
and so the relative performance can be seen as an indication
of how important this additional state is. FRED is easier to implement than AFD and requires less state, and so
our simulation results should be taken as illustrating the
fairness vs. complexity/state tradeoﬀs provided by the two
algorithms.14

AFD-SB stores ﬂow information in two places, the shadow
buﬀer and the ﬂow table. A natural way to reduce the state
requirements of AFD would be to eliminate one of these. We
can’t eliminate the ﬂow table, since it is required to make
the packet lookups O(1), so we seek instead to eliminate
the shadow buﬀer. We argue in Section 6 that if a hash
table is used, the hash table and shadow buﬀer require similar amounts of state; eliminating the shadow buﬀer would
thereby reduce the state requirements by half. However, if
we used CAM memory for the ﬂow table the state reduction
would be far greater (since hash tables need to be sized an
order of magnitude larger than the number of ﬂows to avoid
collisions).

We envision AFD operating in an environment where ﬂows
use many forms of congestion control. In our simulations, we
used the following diﬀerent congestion control algorithms:

The question is whether we can perform the correct operations on the ﬂow table without the shadow buﬀer. Incrementing the ﬂow table upon packet insertions is straightforward. However, decrementing is hard. When we eliminated
packets from the shadow buﬀer, we picked one at random
(or in a FIFO order); all packets had equal chance to be
eliminated. Choosing a ﬂow at random with uniform probability in the ﬂow table is easy, but it isn’t clear how to pick a
packet at random with uniform probability without linearly
traversing the ﬂow entries.

TCP: We use TCP-sack as provided in the ns release. The
TCP ﬂows sometimes have diﬀerent RTTs, or diﬀerent
ﬁle sizes, as described below.
AIMD: We modify the increase parameter a and decrease
parameter b in TCP’s Additive-Increase/MultiplicativeDecrease algorithm. Standard TCP has (a, b) = (1, 0.5).
In addition, we use sources with the following parameters: (1, 0.9), (0.75, 0.31), (2.0, 0.5). We refer to these
as AIMD1, AIMD2 and AIMD3, respectively. The ﬁrst
and third are more aggressive than normal TCP, and
the second is slightly less aggressive than TCP.

To solve this problem, we adopt an approximation. Note
that one could choose a packet with uniform probability if
one chose ﬂows (from which to eliminate a packet) according
i
. However, choosing among all n ﬂows
to probabilities mm
j
j
in this manner requires a linear search. We propose picking
k ﬂows at random, where k  n and choosing among them
mi
where S is
with the same probability function:
j∈S mj
the set of ﬂows chosen at random. We use k = 5 in our
simulations.10

Binomial: Recently Bansal and Balakrishnan [1] introduced
a more general family of increase/decrease algorithms.
Increases are of the form w+aw−k and decreases are of
the form w − bwl for constants (a, b, k, l). We used two
versions: (1.5, 1.0, 2, 0) and (1.0, 0.5, 0, 1). The ﬁrst is
roughly comparable to TCP and the second is much
more aggressive than TCP. We refer to these as Binomial1 and Binomial2.





We call this AFD-FT (with the FT standing for ﬂow table).
We propose AFD-FT as an example of how one could introduce approximations into AFD in order to make it more
easily implementable (by requiring less state). However, we
expect that there are many other ways to implement the
ﬂow table; in particular, each router design will have its own
hardware constraints and to maximize implementability it
will be important to adapt AFD to each situation. We oﬀer
AFD-FT as an existence proof that AFD’s performance is
reasonably robust to approximations.

CBR: These are constant rate ﬂows that do not perform
congestion control.
11

We have not included algorithms such as Fair Queueing [6]
and CSFQ [24] in our performance evaluations. These algorithms are known to have good fairness properties and we do
not claim that AFD performs better. The advantage of AFD
over these algorithms is in complexity and deployability.
12
We use RED in gentle mode with the parameter settings
of minth = 25 and maxth = 125 for a 10Mbps link. The
thresholds are scaled proportionally for higher speed links.
13
We simulated FRED with minq = 4 and other parameters
as in the RED simulations.
14
Other algorithmic diﬀerences, such as the manner in which
the drop probabilities are computed, diﬀerentiate AFD from
RED.

10

To accommodate varying size packets, we decrement the
chosen ﬂow by the number of bytes in the arriving packet.
If the chosen ﬂow doesn’t have enough bytes, we remember
the deﬁcit and subtract more upon the next packet.
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The basic scenario we present consists of 7 groups of ﬂows,
each with ﬁve ﬂows, sharing the bottleneck link in Figure
2(a). The 7 groups are AIMD1, AIMD2, AIMD3, Binomial1, Binomial2, TCP, and TCP with a higher latency of
24.5msec on the 100Mbps access links (yielding a roundtrip
latency, without queueing, of 138msec for this ﬂow group,
as compared to 48msec for the other ﬂows). Figure 3(a)
shows the throughput received by each group of ﬂows (we
average within each group so that the data is more easily
presentable); the ﬂuctuations within groups are quite small,
as was seen in Figure 1 for the CBR simulation. The bar
chart shows the bandwidth allocations for the ﬂow groups in
the following order: AIMD1, AIMD2, AIMD3, Binomial1,
Binomial2, TCP, and TCP with increased latency.16
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The throughput allocations for RED and FRED are substantially uneven, showing that this set of ﬂows includes several
rather aggressive congestion control algorithms. Therefore,
this presents a reasonable test of the fairness properties of
the various algorithms. AFD-SB and AFD-FT both have
reasonably fair allocations. Figure 3(b) shows the average
drop rate for each group of ﬂows; RED has uniform drop
rates, FRED has somewhat uneven drop rates, and both
AFD algorithms have extremely uneven drop rates. This
demonstrates that applying diﬀerentiated drop rates can
lead to fairness for diﬀerent ﬂows.

(a) Single Link Topology
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We stated at the outset that we did not intend to match
the packet-by-packet fairness of Fair Queueing, and we have
shown that AFD achieves reasonable fairness on long time
scales. We nonetheless examine the behavior of the algorithm on shorter time scales. Figure 4 shows the cumulative
distribution of the short term throughput of all 35 ﬂows
over 2, 5 and 10 second intervals normalized to the average throughput. When looking at the throughput over 10
second intervals we see that it is within 10% of the average
53.0% of the time and within 20% of the average 86.0% of
the time. Over 5 second intervals, throughput is within 10%
of the average 36.8% of the time and within 20% of the average 66.5% of the time. The corresponding percentages for
2 second intervals (which represents the amount of history
in the shadow buﬀer) are 18.4% and 36.4%.

source
sink

(b) Multiple Link Topology
Figure 2: Topologies

Most of our simulations are run on the topology depicted
in Figure 2(a), and a few are run on the topology in Figure
2(b). The congested links have transmission latencies of
20msec, and unless otherwise stated the uncongested links
have latencies of 2msec. The routers on the congested link(s)
have buﬀers that hold 600 packets.15 The simulations are
run for 10 minutes of simulation time, with the ﬁrst 100
seconds discarded for warmup. Unless otherwise stated, all
data packets are 1000 bytes, and AFD is run with b = 500
and s = 5.

Although long term behavior is fair, not surprisingly, short
term fairness suﬀers. This is undoubtedly due to the random
nature of dropping decisions. When packets are dropped
probabilistically and the drop probabilities are typically low,
it is diﬃcult to match the drop rates on short time scales.
Consequently, fairness suﬀers on intervals over which the
target and actual drop rates diverge. Nonetheless, the long
term behavior is fair. Further, and perhaps more importantly, because the short term unfairness is random, there
appears to be no way for a malicious ﬂow to exploit or manipulate this unfairness to its advantage.

5.2 Simulation Results
Mixed Traﬃc: In Section 2 we showed that AFD provides
equal bandwidth shares to CBR ﬂows sending at diﬀerent
rates. We now consider the more challenging case of a mixture of ﬂows using diﬀerent congestion control algorithms.

While the primary goal of AFD is fairness, it is also designed
to provide AQM. The part of AFD that provides AQM is
largely orthogonal to the fairness aspects of the algorithm.
We have not ﬁne tuned the AQM component and assume
that better AQM components could be incorporated into
AFD. Nonetheless, results (not shown here) indicate that

15

The actual physical buﬀer size is not critical as the algorithm attempts to maintain the queue length near a target
level, qtarget . We have repeated simulations with a buﬀer
size of 200 packets setting qtarget to 75 in both cases. The
throughput results are almost identical, indicating that large
variations in the queue size above qtarget are rare.
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Unless otherwise noted, we use the same ordering of ﬂow
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Figure 3: Mixed Traﬃc
fair throughput levels are preserved. The conservative assumptions used in deriving the guidelines provide a margin
for error.
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Reduced Shadow Buﬀer: If we return to our canonical scenario and reduce the size of the shadow buﬀer, does
fairness suﬀer? Figure 7 shows the throughput levels for
AFD-SB (similar results hold for AFD-FT) for buﬀer sizes
of b = 250 and b = 125 (the latter violates Guideline 1 significantly) in addition to the canonical case of b = 500. In this
case, fairness degrades slightly as the shadow buﬀer size decreases, but AFD still outperforms the baseline algorithms.
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While these cases establish that AFD-SB and AFD-FT can
provide fair bandwidth allocations when faced with a diverse
set of sources, there are cases when the AFD algorithms do
not perform as well. We now present three such cases.

Figure 4:
Cumulative distribution of per-ﬂow
throughput over 2, 5 and 10 second intervals

Long RTTs: First, consider the case where there are 4
ﬂow groups, each with 10 TCP ﬂows. The ﬂow groups
have diﬀerent RTTs, as determined by the latencies of the
connecting 100Mbps links. The latency of the central congested link remains the same (20msec), and the latencies
of the connecting links are (followed in parentheses by the
resulting total latency of the path, not counting queueing
delays): 2msec (48msec), 7msec (68msec), 12msec (88msec),
17msec (108msec). The congested link has queueing delays
of roughly 60msec which should be added to the total latency numbers to compute estimates of the RTTs. For each
algorithm, the resulting bandwidth allocations for each ﬂow
group are shown in the bar chart in Figure 8(a) ordered
from smallest to largest latency. The AFD designs provide
much better fairness than RED or FRED. The throughput
values diﬀer from the fair share by less than 4%. We chose
parameters that were designed (according to Guideline 2) to
accommodate RTTs of up to 150msec, and this scenario is
just a bit over that limit. If we increase the latency values
to 2msec (48msec), 22msec (111msec), 42msec (175msec)
and 62msec(238msec), the fairness is even further reduced,
as shown in Figure 8(b). Here the throughputs vary from
the fair share by as much as 20%. The largest RTT here
(roughly 300msec including queueing delay) is larger than
our b and s can accommodate (by guideline 2), and the re-

the link utilization, average queue size, and drop probability
under AFD are all comparable to those of RED.
We now check how well this scenario compares with the
guidelines. With b = 500 and 35 ﬂows, the average share
of the shadow buﬀer is roughly 14 packets which is in line
with the recommendation of 10 packets in Guideline 1. It
turns out that due to the ﬂuctuations induced by the window
based ﬂow control, in which packets tend to be bunched, the
average
of mf air is closer to 17. Guideline 2 sets bounds on
√
;
the
guideline calls for this quantity to be larger than
b sP
R
750msec and our scenario has 890msec. Lastly, Guideline 3
calls for 300 < bs  15, 000 if we choose τ = 250msec. Our
scenario has bs = 2, 000.
High Speed Link: To ensure that the fairness in this initial
simulation scales, we increased the speed of the congested
link, the size of the shadow buﬀer, and the number of ﬂows
by a factor of 10. Figure 5 shows the throughput levels that
result.
Increased Multiplexing: Next we tested what happens
if the number of ﬂows is increased by a factor of three (retaining the same mixture of ﬂows and the same b). Results
for AFD-SB are shown in Figure 6; results for AFD-FT are
similar. Even though this scenario violates Guideline 1 (because now the fair number of matches is less than 5), the
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sulting decrease in fairness is evident.17
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Figure 9: Unresponsive Flow

the results. We believe this phenomenon is also responsible
for AFD-FT performing better than AFD-SB in the RTT
tests (see Figure 8).

Unresponsive Flow: Next, we return to the latency values and traﬃc mix used in Figure 3. To this traﬃc mix we
add a CBR ﬂow sending at 15% of the link capacity. Figure
9 shows that the throughput allocations in AFD-SB are not
perfectly fair, with the CBR receiving roughly 15% more
than the fair share. The CBR under AFD-FT receives very
little throughput at all, only about 15% of the fair share.
This was not our intention when designing AFD-FT. However, we are not unhappy with this result; as we observed
in Section 1, punishing unresponsive ﬂows that tolerate persistent high drop rates is an important design goal (see [10]
for the rationale). We have to (and can easily) add additional mechanism (which we do not discuss in this paper)
to AFD-SB to accomplish this goal but AFD-FT does this
by default. This occurs because the CBR ﬂow occupies 15%
of the shadow buﬀer (packets are selected to be inserted
into the shadow buﬀer whether or not they are destined
to be dropped), which is 5 times larger than the share of
any other ﬂow. The approximate packet deletion scheme in
AFD-FT is biased against smaller ﬂows. This in turn biases the dropping algorithm against larger ﬂows. When the
diﬀerences between ﬂows is small this bias is negligible, but
when the diﬀerence is a factor of ﬁve, the bias dominates

Multiple Congested Links: The third challenging scenario for AFD is when there are multiple congested links.
This scenario used the topology in Figure 2(b). There are
four diﬀerent source-destination pairs: three that traverse a
single congested link and one that traverses the long path
through 3 congested links. Each link has a latency of 5ms.
In the ﬁrst scenario we consider, each of these ﬂow groups
consists of 20 standard TCP ﬂows, so that every congested
link is traversed by the same number (i.e., 40) of ﬂows. Figure 10(a) shows that the ﬂows that traverse the long path
(the fourth group shown for each algorithm in the bar chart)
receive substantially less bandwidth than the others, roughly
83% of the fair share. While the throughputs are much
fairer than RED or FRED, these results are troubling. If
we double the number of ﬂows in the group that traverses
the link between R4 and R5, which reduces the fair share
on that link, then the results become much fairer. These results are shown in Figure 10(b), with the ﬁrst group of two
bars showing the throughput for the ﬂow groups traversing
each of the ﬁrst two congested links, respectively, and the
second group of two bars showing the throughput of the
group traversing R4-R5 and the throughput of the group
traversing the long path, respectively. Bandwidth allocation for pairs of ﬂow groups that share the same bottleneck
link is much fairer for the AFD algorithms relative to the
previous scenario. These results suggest, and simple anal-

√
The analysis leading to guideline 2 suggests that b s P
R
should be greater than 5 times
√ P the maximal RTT. In this
case, that would call for b s R ≈ 1.55sec whereas in this
√
= 890msec.
scenario b s P
R

17
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Figure 13: Changing Traﬃc

short-lived. However, the majority of the bytes belong to
long-lived and larger ﬂows.

ysis conﬁrms, that AFD does not perform well when there
are multiple congested links with exactly the same fair share.
Flows that are sending right at their fair share experience
probabilistic dropping at multiple hops, and therefore receive less than ﬂows that traverse only one congested link.
However, if ﬂows pass through multiple congested links that
have diﬀerent fair shares, then when sending at around the
fair share the multi-hop ﬂow only suﬀers drops at one link.
We conjecture (not based on any special insight but just
based on common sense) that traversing paths with multiple congested links with approximately the same fair shares
will be an unusual case.

Using this simulation setup, we hope to answer two questions: does the presence of many short ﬂows interfere with
the fairness properties of the longer-lived ﬂows, and does
AFD allow the shorter ﬂows to ﬁnish sooner? Figure 12(a)
shows the throughput received by the inﬁnite source ﬂow
groups under RED, AFD-SB and AFD-FT. AFD-SB and
AFD-FT still provide very good fairness in this scenario.
Figure 12(b) shows a histogram of the ﬁnishing times of
the short-lived ﬂows under AFD-SB and RED. Note that
this is on a logarithmic scale, so that while the diﬀerence in
heights between the bars representing the fastest ﬁnishing
times is small, it represents a diﬀerence of approximately
2000 ﬂows. In all the other histogram bins, RED has more
ﬂows. Thus, AFD-SB (and the same applies to AFD-FT)
aids short ﬂows by lowering their drop rates and allowing
them to ﬁnish sooner. With RED, the short ﬂows see the
same ambient drop rate as all other ﬂows.

We tested many other scenarios in simulation, including different traﬃc mixes and variable size packets, that we do not
present here. In all cases, the fairness properties of AFD
were maintained. Before concluding the description of our
simulations, we brieﬂy mention 3 additional experiments.
Many Small Flows: In the simulations described above,
all of our sources had an unlimited amount of data to send.
In the next scenario, keeping our basic mixture of 7 ﬂow
groups (with inﬁnite sources), we introduce approximately
22,000 short TCP ﬂows representing, for example, shorter
web transactions. We use a Pareto distribution of ﬂow
lengths. The average number of packets per ﬂow is 15 with
a shape parameter of 1.2. The resulting mix of traﬃc reﬂects the salient features of Internet traﬃc. Namely, many
ﬂows are coming and going, and most ﬂows are small and
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Two-Way Traﬃc: When two-way traﬃc is present, the
traﬃc can become burstier due to ACK-compression [27].
In this scenario, we have the 7 ﬂow groups from our basic
scenario sending in both directions. The congested link has
a latency of 5ms. Figure 11 shows the throughput for each
ﬂow group. AFD-SB and AFD-FT both provide much better fairness than RED and FRED. AFD-FT punishes one
particularly aggressive group of ﬂows (for reasons we dis-
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its packets are not dropped. When its average sending rate
is equal to the fair share, it experiences some packet drops
and its throughput is approximately 90% of the fair share
rate.18 The second point to note is that as the sending rate
of the bursty ﬂow increases (up to 16 times the fair share
rate), it does not receive more than the fair share. Finally,
as the sending rate of the bursty ﬂow increases, the fairness
among the other ﬂow groups is maintained. When the onoﬀ source sends at 16 times the fair share rate, all the other
ﬂow groups receive between 95% and 100% of the fair share.
Hence, these results indicate that AFD performs well in the
face of very bursty ﬂows, neither punishing nor rewarding
ﬂows for their burstiness while preserving the basic fairness
among all ﬂows.
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5.3 Discussion of Simulation Results
We now review the general conclusions that can be drawn
from our set of simulations. In most scenarios, as long as the
guidelines are followed AFD-SB and AFD-FT provide very
good approximations to fair bandwidth allocations. The
level of fairness is far superior to RED (which does not attempt to provide fairness) and FRED (which uses a very
restricted amount of state to guide the dropping decisions).
The performance of AFD-SB and AFD-FT seemed fairly robust to varying parameters and conditions. In those scenarios where b was not large enough, or the RTTs were too large,
the level of fairness degraded gracefully. Thus, AFD appears
to not need precise parameter tuning, and fails softly when
the parameters are far out of alignment.

Figure 14: Bursty Traﬃc

cussed in the Unresponsive Flow section above). The additional queueing delay incurred in the reverse direction is
enough to cause the performance of the TCP ﬂow group
with longer RTT (the 7th group) to suﬀer under AFD-SB
(their RTT with queueing delay is roughly 180msec, which is
larger than the 150msec our parameters were intended for).
Changing Traﬃc: We also tested the performance of AFD
under changing traﬃc conditions. In this scenario, three ﬂow
groups (AIMD1, Binomial2, TCP) begin sending data at the
start of the simulation. After 100 seconds, three additional
groups (of the same kinds) start transmitting, doubling the
oﬀered load. At time 200 seconds, the ﬁrst 3 groups stop
sending. Figure 13 shows that the AFD-SB algorithm is
able to adapt to the changing traﬃc, cutting the allocations
in half when the oﬀered load doubles, and increasing them
again when the load is reduced. In both cases, the allocations are adjusted in less than 500msec.

As we saw with the unresponsive CBR ﬂow, and in many
of our other simulations not shown here, AFD-FT responds
quite punitively when ﬂows are not responsive. We judge
this a good thing, but ultimately this is a policy question.
With AFD-SB we can turn this policy on or oﬀ depending
on the desires of the network operator;19 in AFD-FT this
policy is hardwired in. Moreover, the choice of k = 5 in our
version of AFD-FT (where k is the number of other ﬂows
that must be compared before a packet is eliminated from
the ﬂow table) will probably need to be made larger when
the number of persistent fast ﬂows is larger. AFD-FT dealt
quite well with the many small ﬂows, but if the number
of fast ﬂows is on the order of thousands the number of
comparisons will probably have to be on the order of 10 or
more. We have not yet investigated how this parameter will
scale.

Bursty Flows: We also examined the performance of AFD
in the presence of on-oﬀ sources. These sources exhibit maximally bursty behavior by sending a burst at the speed of
the access link (100Mbps) for a brief period and then going
idle. The burstiness of these on-oﬀ sources is varied by adjusting their burst times while holding the burst rate and
idle period constant. An on-oﬀ source can be characterized
×tburst
by the ratio of its average sending rate, rtburst
, to the
burst +tidle
fair share rate, rf air .

6. STATE REQUIREMENTS AND RATE DISTRIBUTIONS

The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 14.
Each group of bars in the ﬁgure represents one experiment.
In each experiment, there are 5 ﬂows in each of the original
7 groups of ﬂows (i.e., those used in the Mixed Traﬃc experiments above), and a single on-oﬀ source. The ratio of the
average sending rate of the on-oﬀ ﬂow to the fair share rate
is indicated on the X-axis (ranging from .5 to 16.) For each
experiment, the ﬁrst seven bars show the average throughput for the ﬂows in each of the 7 ﬂow groups. The eighth
bar shows the throughput of the on-oﬀ source.

These simulations show that when using the guidelines to set
the parameters, AFD provides reasonably fair bandwidth
allocations. However, can this algorithm be feasibly implemented? All the operations on the forwarding path are
O(1), so the main barrier to implementation would be if
AFD required an impractical amount of state. This feasibility requirement is economic, not technical. Clearly routers
18

Recall that deviations from the fair share are most likely
to occur for ﬂows sending at or near the fair share rate.
19
Again, we don’t present the algorithm which implements
this policy in AFD-SB, but it is straightforward and requires
only that the shadow buﬀer and ﬂow table keep separate
track of matches that were dropped and matches that were
not dropped.

There are three things to note in this ﬁgure. First, the
bursty ﬂows are not punished for their burstiness. When the
average rate of the on-oﬀ source is one-half the fair share,
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16

could be built with vast amounts of additional storage; however, that would come at a steep price, and we are looking to
achieve fairness without greatly increasing the complexity or
the cost of future routers. We use, as our standard, the requirement that the additional state required by AFD should
be small compared to the memory already required by the
packet buﬀer. We compute the state requirements, with the
aid of two measurements, in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2 we
discuss how these state requirements depend crucially on
the rate distribution and, in Section 6.3, present some trace
data on current rate distributions.

14
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We compute the state requirements of our two designs –
AFD-SB and AFD-FT – separately. We start with AFDSB, whose state consists of two parts: the shadow buﬀer
and the hash table.
hbit = 10 ∗ 16 ∗ 12 ∗

Guideline 1 (Section 3.1) states that the shadow buﬀer should
hold roughly 10 rfRair packets. This estimate assumed that
all packets were the same size. To adjust this for variable
packet sizes, we ﬁrst deﬁne R̃ as the packet arrival rate in
terms of packets/sec, and r̃f air as the arrival rate of a ﬂow
sending at the fair share rate; also, let Pmax and Pave denote
the maximal and average packet sizes. The proper sizing of
the shadow buﬀer in terms of packets, when you have variable sized packets, is then b = 10 r̃fR̃air . The worst case,
the lowest value, for r̃f air is when a fair share ﬂow is sendr air
. The expression
ing maximal sized packets: r̃f air ≥ Pfmax
R
for R̃ is simply R̃ = Pave
. To represent each packet in the
shadow buﬀer we use, roughly 6 bytes.20 Assuming that
Pmax = 1500 bytes and Pave = 300 bytes,21 we then ﬁnd
that bbit , the shadow buﬀer size in bits, should be roughly:

R
300
rf air
1500

= 2400

2.6

1
4

R
300
rf air
1500

= 2400

R
rf air

Thus, to a ﬁrst approximation, these two data structures require similar amounts of memory. Many router vendors recommend having on the order of 250msec’s worth of memory
in the packet buﬀers. We compare the memory required by
AFD to the memory already recommended for the packet
buﬀer, which is roughly C4 where C is the speed of the link
(in bps). The ratio, call it ρSB , of AFD-SB’s state requirement to the size of the packet buﬀers is given by:

ρSB =

4800 rfRair
1
C
4

=

19.2kbits/sec
19.2kbits/sec
≈
(1 − D)rf air
rf air

where the last approximation is because C = R(1 − D) and
we suspect the aggregate dropping rate will typically be low.
Thus, the fraction of extra memory, ρSB , required by AFDSB depends on the typical size of the fair share rate on a
link.

R
rf air

We now calculate the state requirements of AFD-FT. If the
ﬂow table is implemented using a hash table, then we merely
use the state requirements above (only the hash table part)
and so the state requirements are roughly half that of AFDSB. If the ﬂow table is implemented using CAM then we no
longer need a table 12 times the number of ﬂows (as we did
with the hash table). The CAM-based design needs roughly
64 bits per ﬂow (48 bits for the hashed ﬂow-id and 16 bits
for a counter). Modifying the calculations above to reﬂect
these changes, we ﬁnd that the AFD-FT ratio is:

Similarly, we can estimate the storage required for a hash
table to keep track of the number of bytes sent by each ﬂow.
We describe our trace data in Section 6.3, but for now we use
the fact that, in the various traces we have seen and for the
shadow buﬀer sizes we are proposing, the number of ﬂows in
the hash table is typically less than a fourth the number of
packets in the shadow buﬀer (see Figure 15). Let’s assume
that we need 2 bytes per entry for counting (assuming we
count matches at the granularity of 40 byte units and ignore
roundoﬀ errors), and that we use a hash table 12 times larger
than the expected number of ﬂows to reduce the chance of
collisions in the hash table. The size of the hash table hbit ,
in bits, is then:

ρF T ≈

20

We need not store the full header in the shadow buﬀer,
merely the hash of the source-destination addresses. 6 bytes
is a suﬃciently large hash to comfortably accommodate
roughly 108 ﬂows with small chance of collision.
21
See [3] for measurements of average packet size. We’ve
used a fairly conservative estimate, as the average packet
size reported in [3] is over 400 bytes. The average packet
size over our three traces that we report on in Section 6.3 is
almost 500 bytes.
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2.4

Figure 15: Ratio of Packets to Flows in Shadow
Buﬀers

6.1 Calculation of State Requirements

bbit = 10 ∗ 48 ∗

2.2

3.2kbits/sec
rf air

which is one-sixth of the AFD-SB requirements.
Note that these estimates of the ratios ρ depend only on
the fair share of a link and not directly on its bandwidth.
For slow links, the fair share will be quite small (and thus ρ
could be 1 or larger), but the amount of memory required for
these slow links is insigniﬁcant; if the fair share is 19.2kbps,
so ρ = 1, on a T3 link, the required extra memory for AFD-
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amount of faster (and more expensive) SRAM. We can do
likewise with the shadow buﬀer state. However, the ﬂow
table will probably require SRAM or CAM. Thus, we cannot
conclude that AFD imposes a cost that is a fraction ρ of the
packet buﬀer cost. We leave the detailed implementation
issues for future work (by others); our goal here is to provide
a rough estimate of the state requirements.

SB is roughly 1.5Mbytes. Thus, we care mostly about these
ratios ρ on faster links where the absolute amount of memory
devoted to the packet buﬀers is quite large. We assume that
faster links will have larger fair shares, and these ratios ρ
estimating the relative memory requirements of AFD will
be smaller on such links.
We are not aware of many studies of the typical fair shares
on current Internet links.22 One can’t infer the fair share
merely by taking a packet trace; without fair bandwidth allocation one can’t tell which ﬂows are constrained by that link,
and which ﬂows are constrained elsewhere. One would have
to ﬁnd a link whose router has Fair Queueing (or some equivalent algorithm) on which to take traces (and even these
traces would be misleading because of the lack of fair bandwidth allocations elsewhere along in the network). Lacking
a solidly grounded method for measuring typical fair shares,
we turned to an available dataset that has some bearing on
the question.

The estimates above are very rough in nature. On any particular choice, such as the 250msecs for packet buﬀers or the
numbers of bits for counters, one could argue that we are
oﬀ by a factor of two. But we believe these calculations give
us an order-of-magnitude estimate of the state requirements
of our design, and suggest that AFD, in either of its incarnations, is likely able to achieve reasonable levels of fairness
without exorbitant amounts of extra state.
We now argue that the distribution of rates greatly aids the
AFD approach.

One way to obtain a very rough estimate of the fair share on
a path is to measure the end-to-end throughput obtained by
a TCP connection that traverses that path. This is a very
imperfect measure, since TCP throughput varies as a function of RTT and not all traﬃc is TCP-friendly. We obtained
a dataset of measured end-to-end throughputs of transfers
between NIMI measurement sites.23 47 sites participated
in this measurement by periodically transferring a 1MB ﬁle
with another randomly chosen NIMI site. The dataset contains roughly 35, 000 transfers. For lack of space we do not
show the distribution here, but in over 90% of the transfers the rate is greater than 250kbps. These measurements
are not focused on high-speed links. However, most of the
NIMI boxes are at universities and other sites that are wellconnected to the Internet, and none of them are behind very
slow modems, so the measurements are probably indicative
of moderate speed links. If we take 250kbps as a rough
1
1
estimate of the fair share then ρSB ≈ 13
and ρF T ≈ 78
.
That is, the extra memory required by AFD-SB is less than
a tenth of the memory already devoted to packet buﬀers.
We view these estimates as being a very conservative lower
bound, in that the fair shares on very fast links may be much
larger, and thus the ratios ρSB and ρF T much smaller. As
one moves up the network hierarchy towards the backbone
links, it is likely that a larger fraction of ﬂows are bottlenecked somewhere else in the network. That means that the
fair share available to ﬂows unconstrained elsewhere could
be quite large. If backbone links had rf air ≈ 2M bps then
1
1
ρSB ≈ 100
and ρF T ≈ 600
. However, the level of fair shares
remains an open question, and we hope in the future to ﬁnd
better ways to estimate the fair share on high-speed links.

6.2 Impact of the Rate Distribution
Our state calculations depended critically on the value of
r
rf air , and in particular on the ratio fRair . One intuitive
way of understanding this ratio is the following. Let’s call
a ﬂow a cheetah if it is sending above or near the fair share,
and let nc denote the number of such ﬂows. We call the other
ﬂows, the slow ones, turtles. Let γ = turtles rRi denote the
fraction of the oﬀered load that comes from these slow ﬂows.
The equation deﬁning the fair share i min(ri , rf air ) = C
becomes: Rγ + rf air nc = C. We can write this as
nc
R
=
rf air
(1 − D) − γ
where D is the overall drop rate. The quantity rfRair is
minimized when both the number of cheetahs is small and
the fraction of bandwidth consumed by the turtles is quite
small: in short, when most of the bandwidth is being sent by
a very few fast ﬂows. It is in this regime that AFD requires
very little state to perform well.
To make this more precise, we now look at how rf air varies
under diﬀerent rate distributions in a simple analytical model.
We consider a continuum of ﬂows whose rates are given
by a density function h(r). We will consider four continuum distributions that all have the same average rate (of
1 in arbitrary units) and normalize the distribution by n
(representing the number of ﬂows), so the total load offered by each distribution is n. For each distribution we
∞
∞
have n = 0 h(r)dr and 1 = n1 0 h(r)rdr. We assume
that the router allocates bandwidth fairly, and that ﬂows
respond by restraining their ﬂow to the fair share if their
assigned rate (by the distribution) is larger than the fair
share. As we vary the capacity C between 0 and n we
compute the fair share rf air (C) from the constraint: C =
∞
h(r) min(r, rf air (C))dr. The question is how rf air (C)
0
compares for the various distributions we consider.



This paper does not address detailed implementation issues.
However, since we’ve used the storage requirements of the
packet buﬀer as a yardstick for the state requirements of
AFD, we would be remiss if we did not point out that this
comparison is somewhat misleading. Packet buﬀers make
heavy use of slower (and cheaper) DRAM with a smaller



We consider four distributions, in order of increasing variance. For a point distribution, where all ﬂows are the same
C
rate, the fair share is merely rfpoint
air = n . For a distribution
where rates are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2, the

22

The available bandwidth, which is a somewhat diﬀerent concept, was studied in [19].
23
NIMI is the National Internet Measurement Infrastructure;
see [20] for a more detailed description. See [26] for details
of the measurement process.
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C
tribution, h(r) = ne−r , the fair share is rfexp
air = − ln(1 − n ).
n −3
Finally, for a power-law distribution h(r) = 2 r for r ≥ 12
(and 0 otherwise; this restriction is to avoid the divergence
)−1 . The point of
at the origin), we have rfplair = 14 (1 − C
n
this exercise is that as the tail of the distributions got larger
(that is, the number of very fast ﬂows increases) the fair
share as a function of C became larger. While the fair share
diverges for both the exponential and the cubic power-law
distributions as C
approaches 1, the fair share is dramatin
cally larger in the power-law case.

6.3 Trace Data

Guideline 1 calls for the buﬀer size to be roughly b = 10 rfRair .
If the rate distribution is such that rf air is larger (for a
given R) then the shadow buﬀer size, and all the state requirements, become smaller. Note that if the fair share remains the same then the state requirements increase linearly
with the speed of the link (and the oﬀered load R). However, if we keep the same oﬀered load and let the fair share
increase to its natural level as we increase C, and study
b(C) = 10 r C (C) , then we ﬁnd two cases. For the point and
f air
uniform distributions, b(C) increases; this is what we expect,
more state is required on faster links. For the exponential
and power-law distributions, however, b(C) decreases; as the
speed of the link increases the state requirements of the algorithm go down! Note this is not a decrease in the ratio ρ,
this is a decrease in the absolute amount of state.

Guideline 2 calls for keeping state of about 1 second in order
to estimate the rates. For a variety of diﬀerent time intervals, Figure 15 shows the average ratio between the number
of packets in the shadow buﬀer and the number of distinct
ﬂows represented in the shadow buﬀer; this ratio was used
in Section 6.1 to estimate the state requirements for AFD.

best when the distribution of ﬂow rates has a long tail. We
now turn to empirical evidence to see if this is currently the
case.

We obtained traces of traﬃc from three separate locations:
a 100Mbps link at a national laboratory, a T3 peering link
between two providers, and a FDDI ring connecting a modem bank at a dial up provider to a backbone network. We
refer to these traces as Trace 1, Trace 2, and Trace 3, respectively. Trace 1 consists of approximately 22 million packets
collected during a two hour interval. Trace 2 consists of 34
million packets over a 45 minute span. Trace 3 collected
approximately 6 million packets in 70 minutes.

For each of the traces we estimated individual ﬂow rates
based on the packets seen in the last second; see [14] for
similar data and related discussions. Figure 16 shows the
complementary distribution of ﬂow rates for each of the
three traces. Trace 3 is not obviously inconsistent with a
slowly decaying exponential distribution, but the other two
clearly have long tails.24 This is even more pronounced on

We have no way of judging with any certainty what the fair
share rates will be in the future on high-speed links. However, the arguments above suggest that AFD will operate
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7. CONTEXT, RELATED WORK, AND DISCUSSION
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This paper starts with the assumption that routers should
allocate bandwidth fairly. While this is a familiar and ofttold story, for context we once again brieﬂy review the rationale for fairness. We then discuss related work and conclude
with some comments on AFD’s underlying design principles.
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Congestion control is one of the Internet’s most fundamental
architectural problems. In the current Internet, most routers
do not actively manage per-ﬂow bandwidth allocations, and
so the bandwidth received by a ﬂow depends on the congestion control algorithms used by other competing ﬂows. To
achieve relatively equitable bandwidth allocations, all ﬂows
must be TCP-compatible [4] (also known as TCP-friendly);
that is, they must use a congestion control algorithm that
results in bandwidth allocations similar to TCP’s. This approach requires uniformity and cooperation, both of which
might be problematic.

1e+08

Figure 20: Rates vs Size

a log-linear plot, which for space reasons we do not show
here. Figure 17 shows the cumulative distributions of the
1-second ﬂow rates. Note 10% or less of the ﬂows represent
roughly 60% of the bytes in the worst case, and roughly
90% of the bytes in the best case. This is in contrast to the
fastest 10% of the ﬂows carrying 33% of the bytes for an
exponential distribution. Thus, based on the very preliminary evidence presented here and in [14] we conjecture that
rate distributions are usually long-tailed. In the language
of Section 6.2, we expect that the number of cheetahs will
typically be small, but they will represent the bulk of the
bytes.

By restricting the world of congestion control algorithms to
those that are TCP-compatible, some applications may be
impaired. This would be the case if some applications required radically diﬀerent forms of congestion control that are
inherently unfriendly to TCP. However, recent advances in
Equation-Based Congestion Control (EBCC) [11] and other
TCP-compatible algorithms [22, 21] gives hope that a very
wide variety of application requirements could be fulﬁlled
within the sphere of TCP-compatibility. Thus, the uniformity requirement, while potentially a problem, may in fact
be tolerable.

Similar statements have long been made about the distribution of ﬂow sizes. Figures 18 and 19 show the analogous data for ﬂow sizes as measured by the total number of
bytes transferred. These distributions are signiﬁcantly more
skewed than the rate distributions. Figure 20 shows the total ﬂow size plotted against the ﬂow’s rate (as measured by
total bytes over completion time) for ﬂows in Trace 2 that
are larger than 10,000 bytes (the other traces have similar
results). No correlation is visually apparent, and when we
compute the correlation it is quite small; the correlations
between rate and size are .0075, .0031 and .00088 for the
three traces, and are .11, .22 and −.0045 when we correlate
the logarithms of the rate and size. This shows that the
distinction between cheetahs and turtles is diﬀerent from
the historical distinction between elephants and mice. The
long-tailed distribution of rates is clearly not directly driven
by the long-tailed distribution in sizes. Their underlying
mechanisms are presumably diﬀerent.

As for cooperation, any host can obtain more bandwidth
simply by using a more aggressive congestion control algorithm. Thus, the current approach relies on end-hosts (and
their users) voluntarily adopting the TCP-compatible guidelines. There has been some initial work to penalize ﬂows that
violate the rules [9], but so far the goal of reliably identifying
ill-behaved ﬂows has proved elusive.25
In response to these problems, there has been a long history
(dating back to Nagle [16]) of proposing that routers play
a more active role in allocating bandwidth. If the routers
ensure fair bandwidth allocations26 then end-hosts are no
longer required to adhere to any particular form of congestion control and the problems of uniformity and cooperation mentioned above no longer exist.27 The proposals
to accomplish this fair bandwidth allocation, such as Fair
Queueing [6] and related algorithms [2, 15, 23], all involve
complicated packet scheduling algorithms and require per-

We are not aware of work that analyzes the mechanisms
responsible for the distribution of ﬂow rates. We assume
that the rates on a link, at least for longer-lasting ﬂows, reﬂects the available bandwidth at that ﬂow’s bottleneck link.
However, it is not clear to us why the distribution of these
bottleneck rates should have a long tail. Much more work
remains to be done to characterize these rate distributions,
and explain their origin.

25

There has been more success with identifying highbandwidth ﬂows, and unresponsive ﬂows, but that still
leaves ﬂows a large leeway to cheat.
26
To give users an incentive to use some form of responsive
congestion control we add the requirement that ﬂows are
punished if they incur persistent high drop rates. See [10,
24] for discussions of this topic.
27
Some claim that such fair allocation mechanisms open
the door to denial-of-service attacks through ﬂow-spooﬁng;
while we do not believe such arguments are suﬃcient to nullify the desirability of fair bandwidth allocations, and that
this paper is not the place to delve into such arguments at
length, we did want to note the existence of objections to
the fair bandwidth allocation paradigm.

cay slower than exponentially. Power-law distributions are
examples of this, but so are Weibull and other distributions.
We do not intend to enter the rather lengthy and subtle
debates about whether or not a particular distribution is a
power law or Weibull or some other form. We merely observe that it obviously decays slower than an exponential.
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FIFO packet scheduling will be signiﬁcantly easier to implement than certain non-FIFO scheduling algorithms; it uses
cheaper hardware that scales to faster speeds. Second, the
distribution of rates on high-speed links will be long-tailed.
We don’t expect this to necessarily be a power-law or any
other particular form, but we do expect that the majority
of ﬂows will be slow but the fast (high-rate) ﬂows will send
the bulk of the bytes. Third, we assume that memory –
fast, slow, and CAM – will continue to decrease in price
relative to the special logic needed to implement non-FIFO
packet scheduling. AFD’s main implementation burden is
additional memory; we assume that the marginal cost of
equipping routers with AFD will shrink (relative to packet
scheduling designs) as these commodity products become
cheaper over time. If these three assumptions hold, then we
believe AFD may be a cost-eﬀective scheme for providing
approximately fair bandwidth allocations.

ﬂow state. High-speed implementations of these algorithms
are just now becoming available. If such implementations
continue to scale to the highest speeds without causing undue costs, then the contents of this paper are probably moot.
However, it isn’t yet clear that these implementations will
scale inexpensively to increasingly higher speeds. If the cost
of adding this extra functionality is signiﬁcant, designs with
lower complexity but similar functionality may be preferable in commercial designs. This was our goal in designing
AFD, to provide fairness at a signiﬁcantly reduced level of
complexity.
Core-Stateless Fair Queueing (CSFQ) [24] and the subsequently proposed variations [5, 25] share the same goal.
While they achieve high degrees of fairness with scalable
mechanisms in the core routers, these schemes require a
change in the packet format (to accommodate another ﬁeld)
and the careful conﬁguration of routers into core, edge, and
peripheral regions. Thus, while CSFQ delivers a high degree
of fairness, it faces signiﬁcant deployment hurdles.
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